TODD BENTLEY REPENTS ~SOUL SCALPING
THROUGH MAGICAL THINKING ~NUMEROLOGY
~SPOKEN WORD ~ OCCULT CREATION OF FUTURE ~
NEW MYSTICS SHAMANISTIC RELIGIOUS SPIRITS~
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLVeThMr4dQ&feature=related

MAGICAL NUMBER OF 08/08/08 AND NEW WORLD TRANSFORMATION

http://mail.google.com/mail/?shva=1#inbo
x/11bfeb2823dd4501
Many in the Christian Church in the west
would like to believe that the Devil is
dead, or perhaps, he only lives in pagan
foreign countries. However, the Devil is
alive and thriving in the west. He has a
great army of demonic slaves who are
very busy capturing millions.
http://www.patholliday.com

"Religious Spirits" - The Hoax From
Hell
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vH8lAePVXU

If these so-called “Apostles/Prophets” would spend more of their time in the Scriptures and
sitting at the feet of Jesus instead of each other delusions of false visions and dreams, they
would find some truth to share to God’s people. However, they can be christened as false
prophets because their dreams and prophecy do not correspond with the Scriptures and
Jesus as the Word of God as its true Lord.

Midnight Horror Show - "Pete and the Pagans"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ew0nFXmDr0Y&feature=related
NOW THEIR EYES ARE OFF JESUS AND ONTO FALSE PROPHETS~ MEN &
WOMEN AND CRAZY PROPHECIES AND DESTRUCTIVE DREAMS ~ THEIR
THIRD EYE IS OPENED AND THEY ARE THE NEW MYSTICS ~ PAGANS

Peter Wagner’s
Stargates

Galactic Alignments are gateways that are
created by a particular alignment of the
planets and stars of our universe with the
Earth. When planets or stars move into a
geometrical position in relationship with the
Earth, it sets up a communication channel.
This channel is a gateway for information to
flow through. The more conscious and
receptive we are of this available channel, the
more we can open to receive, assimilate and
utilize this energy and information in our
lives.

http://www.estaraweb.com/galacticalignmentnews.html
SOUND HEALING FREQUENCIES

Apostle’s - Robert Heidler - Planetary Worship
CHUCK PIERCE SINGING WITH THE SINGING PLANETS
If there is one thing I have learned about the self named apostles and prophets of the New Apostolic
Reformation, it is this. It can ALWAYS get weirder. A recent circulating YouTube video clip of Chuck
Pierce and Robert Heidler has proved this yet again. This relatively short clip was taken from a larger one in
which we see Pierce extolling the virtues of singing with the planets - the sound of heaven. He tells the
audience that some of their organs will come alive. What exactly does that mean? He claims that he can see
strands of DNA being reprogrammed by the sounds of heaven and that he can see the earth rising up to the
sounds of heaven to bring forth the plan of the land. A grey haired lady with the eyes of a cheap fortune
teller, makes an appearance a few minutes in and gives a prophesy that I can only describe as creepy. This is
followed by strange sounds by a man on stage. I give this a 90/100 on the weirdness scale.i
http://www.deceptionbytes.com/SingingwithPlanets

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q19Rcc44uY0&feature=related
THIS IS FROM THE NEW AGE PAGE

There are 4 downloads in this package which
include the elements of Earth, Water, Fire and Air for
a total of 45 minutes of sound healing.
These sounds are produced with the Harmonic
tuning tubes and are scientifically attuned to the
frequency signature of the planets. They are
designed to balance the subtle energies of the body,
brain and heart to reintegrate into the larger
harmonics of thenatural rhythms and cycles of the
Earth and the Universe.
This assists you into a deep relaxed state for better health and enhanced creativity.ii

There is no longer any doubt that witches are real and active in modern America.
The author asked in the book Be Free that was written in the seventies ADo you believe
that witches and wizards are real? At that time, Christians hardly believed that demons
were real, let alone there were people practicing witchcraft. AAll one has to do is keep
your eyes on Jesus,@ many said, “Another thing, we don=t want to lift the Devil up or give
him any credit.@ . Meantime, right before our eyes on of the greatest occult explosions
was taking place in the history of our country.
Witchcraft was everywhere but somehow the Church people remained willingly
blinded and bewitched to it, as well as, its implications to Christianity. AWe are
Christians, we just want to keep our eyes on Jesus. Meantime, in every area they were
being mesmerized by those powers of the world. Christian children were being led into
the powers of darkness through cartoons, movies, books, and television, music and
computer games. AIn whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them
which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of
God, should shine unto them,@ (2 Cor. 4:4).
Many Christian leaders have been led into the pathways of all trails lead back to
God; or they follow false Christianity which worships other gods. Then many follow a
fantasy, Disney World, Better Homes and Garden, false Christianity that preaches
everything but the Jesus of Bible.
GATHERING ~ SOUL SCALPING BY USING MAGICAL THINKING
Fantasy- dramatic magical – Si-fi -- Milky-Way Christianity has arrived. Synchronism of Christianity with
mysticism is now at the center of the world’s stage which I view as an attempt of using dramatic magic to become
concepts take their quantum leap to godhood. These ministers are
wizards and witches of the New Age. They think of themselves as the
sages of the Christian Church to bring it to a new mystical age of
supernaturalism to join their gods, the Ascended Masters of the New
Age.
“For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes
shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil. “
(Gen 3:5).KJV
STARGATES
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-imN9RiFVns&feature=related

What is behind Peter Wagner, Rick Joyner and their followers creating massive festivals on the
magical dates such as 07/07/07 and 08/08/08? Are these esoterically oriented men and their
followers trying to create the future by using magical numbers? Are they truly Christian men
who may be deceived by the powers of darkness or could they simply understand what they are
spiritually generating a complete transformation of Christianity into the New Age faith and are
simply dupes for the coming New World Christ. Through magical thinking, they have this
strange religious doctrine that they will be able to reconstruct the entire world. They believe they
are God’s chosen to amend or repair a broken church. This psychopathic behavior that is being
motivated by the concentrated force of Satan and demons. They believe they are invincible and
make these changes through the occult.

MYSTICAL THINKING ~ TRADITIONS ~ BELIEFS ~ ESOTERIC
Releasing the future through occult creation of numbers and words.
Wizard's and witches choose numbers that have powerful meanings to them. They believe that
these numbers will bring into the world existence what the number means. Numerology is any of
many systems, traditions or beliefs in a mystical or esoteric relationship between numbers and
physical objects or living things.

Matt 7:15-21
“Beware of false prophets , which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. 16
Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? 17 Even so every good
tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bring forth
evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 19 Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is
hewn down, and cast into the fire. 20 Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them. 21 Not every one that
saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Father
which is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and
in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works? 23 And then will I profess
unto them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity. 24 Therefore whosoever heareth these
sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise man, which built his house upon a rock: 25 And
the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell not: for it
was founded upon a rock. 26 And every one that heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them not, shall be
likened unto a foolish man, which built his house upon the sand: 27 And the rain descended, and the floods
came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell: and great was the fall of it.” KJV

Todd Bentley~ Peter Wagner ~Star Gates~ Synchromysticism~
the Wizards of the NEW AGE Christ ~ New Age Light of Lucifer

 YE SHALL BE AS GOD
http://www.patholliday.com/radio.php

In (Gen 3:5), Satan is talking to Eve. He promised
her if she would disobey God that she would become like
or “as” God. Read the commentary below. Even Satan
knew that Adam was NOT a God! “For God doth know
that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be
opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil,”
(Gen. 3:5 ). [Your eyes shall be opened] Your
understanding shall be greatly enlightened and
improved; and ye shall be as gods, kee-'Elohiym, like
God, so the word should be translated, for what idea could our first parents have of gods
before idolatry could have had any being, because sin had not yet entered into the world?
The Syriac has the word in the singular number, and is the only one of all the versions
which has hit on the true meaning. As the original word is the same which is used to point
out the Supreme Being, (Gen 1:1), so it has here the same signification, and the object of
the tempter appears to have been this: to persuade our first parents that they should, by
eating of this fruit, become wise and powerful as God (for knowledge is power,) and be able

to exist forever, independently of him.33 Satan did not infer that man could be a “little
god,” as some modern ministers teach. Satan said if they disobeyed God, they could be
LIKE (similar, similar, equal, equivalent, comparable), to God. Scripture says the Gods
that have not made the heavens and the earth will perish. If you’re striving to be a God,
YOU MUST REPENT! Believe it or not, there are many SO CALLED “Christian”
teachers telling Christians that they are “little gods.” They twist the Scriptures to teach this
damnable heresy.
“Blessed are they that do his commandments, that they may have right to the tree of
life, and may enter in through the gates into the city. 15 For without are dogs, and
sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth and
maketh a lie. 16 I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the
churches. I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star. 17
And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth say, Come. And let him
that is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely,” Rev 22:1417).

Where do you think Peter Wagner and “his son” Chuck Pierce are getting this New Speak, also known
as double speak that they are using and practicing upon blinded Christians? They are taking their script
directly from the New Age Movement that is preparing the church for the coming of the Cosmic Christ. See
the comparisons of the New Age writers and these so-called Christian Leaders.

TIME GATE 2000 & Galactic Cross Omega
By Ananda, June 1999, and March-July 2000

We are in the Midst of a profound period of history. From July to
Autumn 2000 the ending of a momentous event in our planet's precession, is commencing.
Amidst this our planet is being swept by record breaking weather patterns, and the Sun is
releasing record breaking Coronal Mass Ejections bombarding ouratmosphere, and being stirred
by "objects" in its proximity. And in the July Time Gate 2000 a major temporal resonance
between 2009-2006-2000 is occurring.
Our sun has been drastically changed since the first Time Gate in 1996, when the mathematical
Bible code for "end days" renders that year for the end of time beginning. In the Sun Gate
conspiracy parts 1. 2. 3. you can view the NASA photgraphs that show these anomolous objects
changing the Sun's north coronal polar hole.
Anomoulous objects now remain by the sun constantly, as the NASA SOHO EIT and Lasco
photographs show. Amidst the descending wave into Temporal Novelty in Time Gate 2000, the
"objects" appeared to be near a massive solar flare, which affected the Earths weather in the days
that follow.

Over the last 10 years we have presented and uncovered a plethora of indications of the
significance of the year 2012, after Emmanuel alerted me to the year 2011, when I was in my late
teens, not knowing any of the evidence that supported it. There is still some time to this event,
and our book The Unity Keys Of Emmanuel, explores 2012 in avid detail, in lines with the
emerging evidence for the New Universe, from scientific sources.
What about today. We are amidst a most significant pre-script of the Wave to come, ripples in
time and space, via the celestial mechanics echoing the last wave 12,900 years before.
December 21st, marked the first solstice to be in the proximity to conjunct the galactic centre (it
was also a Time Gate to 2010, in the DNA codon sequence {I-Ching hexagramme} graph of
time). We were also to learn, that as our group was "free will" inviting inter-universal man, so a
similar link up was made to the Andromedian High Council, via hundreds of peoples invocation.
Since, my "contacts" are also Andromedian, it should not surprise one that this occurred
synchronized, without awareness of either "contactee". Full conjunction occurs in 2012.iii
SIGN THE DECLARATION: http://www.thepetitionsite.com/1/Galactic-Freedom-Day
www.GalacticFreedomDay.com
WHEN: This Week: Saturday June 21, 2008 @ 8 PDT (11 PM EDT/ 8 PM Phoenix time)
WHERE: ExopoliticsRadio.com
LISTEN LIVE: http://www.exopoliticsradio.com
AUDIO ARCHIVE: LISTEN TO THIS PROGRAM NOW:
http://www.exopoliticsradio.com/6-21-08.html iv

Numerology Explained (Not from Christian Source).
Reno Schmalce is not a Christian and is a numberologiest. This is being covered from this
New Age statements and I have revealed them as a comparison of what these New Mystics
so-called Christians.
http://www.professionalnumerology.com/numerology.htm
Imagine getting up and starting your day in a world without numbers. Like many things,
we take numbers for granted. v
From birth to death, you're a number—and in most cases, a series of numbers. The
examples I've just given represent the physical side of numbers, where they're used in some
concrete way. Take a case in point—without numbers telephone companies would fold in a
very short time. After all, aren't they in the business of numbers?
However, there's another side to numbers—an invisible side. In the world of the occult this
is known as Numerology, an ancient and accurate science. It seems numbers and
Numerology have always existed together. In my large collection of books on this subject,

authors have given credit to various sources, such as Pythagoras, the Greek philosopher,
the ancient Chaldeans, the mystic and mysterious Brahmins of India, and the sages of ancient China.
It's hard to pinpoint exactly where, when, why, and how numbers and Numerology truly
began. The common consensus is that it began in ancient history." The references to the
seven days of creation in the Scriptures may have been the very first use of Numerology.vi

Chaldean and Pythagorean System
Although the exact origin of Numerology hasn't been truly determined, there are strong
clues. The Pythagorean and Chaldean schools of numbers are the most commonly used.
Chaldean Numerology is older, but the Pythagorean system of numbers is far more
popular especially in the west.vii
Pythagoras was considered a master mathematician. Born in Greece in the 6th century
B.C., he demonstrated a natural gift with numbers. Many people are familiar with his
theorems in geometry. However, he is also considered to be the Father of Modern
Numerology. It has been recorded that he spent many years of study in Egypt and other
parts of the world learning the ancient science of numbers. He later brought this
knowledge back to Greece, where he taught for nearly forty years, and established a college
and philosophy of numbers that would bear his name to this very day.viii
It was said that Pythagoras taught in secret. That each student, selected with care, had to
go through a five-year period of perfect silence for the purpose of contemplation to develop
a deep sense of faith. Furthermore, his students had to commit his teachings to memory, for
it was forbidden to put any of it in writing. It was only after his death, around the year 500
B.C., that his faithful followers broke with this tradition.
The Chaldean system of numbers—better known as Mystic Numerology—gives us an even
stronger clue to the age of this science. Astrology, Numerology, and other occult studies
were considered a religion, but not in the way we would know it today. Many Chaldean
priests were also famous astrologers. They held the belief that all things were part of Divine
Providence, and that the planets were simply heavenly interpreters. In the time of
Alexander the Great, around 356 B.C., the Chaldeans believed that their knowledge of
Numerology and Astrology went back at least 473,000 years. Perhaps it was no accident
that, in time, Chaldea and the occult became synonymous. The Chaldean system of
numbers is still in use today. ix
There are other schools of Numerology as well, all reflecting their individual places of
origin as well as how they're applied. For instance, there were the ancient Brahmins of
India. Cheiro (1866-1936), a leading palmist, numerologist, and psychic of his day, credited
these mystic men of the East for much of what he knew. In ancient Japan, there's a system
known as Ki, based upon certain numerical patterns found in the birth date. This system is
slowly coming back into public notice. Then there is the sacred system of Hebrew
Numerology, better known as the Kabalah, which is based upon the meanings of letters and

sounds. And there's still another system coming from Africa that uses numbers for
divination purposes. No matter what part of the world we look at, there's a system of
Numerology that had its beginnings in the dawn of time.

Hidden Cosmic Vibrations
This Universe exists in the above Cosmic Energy which has powerful radiations. In
addition to this Cosmic Energy there are innumerable energies which have their own
radiations and waves (Spandana). The vibration force emitted by every energy has an
effect on the radiations of another energy. We cannot see these energies, we can feel them.
For instance, we have radio waves or the T.V. waves which we are not aware of or of their
existence around us. In order to know them we have to switch on the button. Similarly
every individual emits rays and waves and we can know his radiations through the study of
Numerology. His birth date is the clue to find out what type of rays are emitted through
him.

Planets And Numerology
There are nine planets which have greater influence on the human life and each of them
has been allotted a particular numerology number. The moment a person is born, he is
governed by a certain principal planet and a secondary planet and is governed by the
numerology numbers allotted to these planets. He thus starts radiating the vibrations of
that numerology number or the planet. Psychology, thinking, reason, emotions, ambition,
llikes, dislikes, health, career, etc. are all dominated by the numerology number he
represents. If this numerology number is in harmony with the number of any other person,
he will experience harmonious relationships with the other person. If on the contrary, his
number is in opposition to his friends number, the two can never live in harmony with each
other.x
Numerology has also been attacked for going against the laws and teachings of God. In
fact, just the reverse is true. The Bible, the Talmud, the Koran, even the Egyptianxi

This is a really good numerology calculator where you can calculate all the vibrations
really fast. You can switch between Chaldean and Pythagorean Numerology System

quickly. xii

ALTERED STATES AND MAGICAL THINKING ~ NUMBEROLOGY ~ WIZARDS OF THE NEW AGE

Rick Joyner - church of altered states ~ New Age Vortex Christianity
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coVQxfpuBTQ
Altered states blamed on God. Apostasy called revival. ... Rick
Joyner Apostasy false anointing frenzy ...

The Underground
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=underground
+rick+joyner&search_type=&aq=f
About an unseen part of Christianity in America. ...
underground movie lou engle mike bickle rick joyner
jesus mtv ... YEP… YOU ARE COMING INTO VIEW…

Dave Hunt speaks on False
Prophets
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9EU-yLqLrc&feature=related

False Prophets-Past and Present
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bau1x9MYhHM&NR=1
RICK JOYNER ~ FOLLOWING MAGICAL NUMBERS & BOB JONES & TODD BENTLEY

Rick Joyner say, “We knew that our gathering on 8/8/08 would be significant, and we were
not disappointed. Eight is the number of new beginnings, and we had many prophetic
indications that this day was going to release a new beginning for us. It did.”
The bride of Christ is called to be without spot, which speaks of her purity. That she will be
without wrinkle speaks of her perpetual youthfulness. Because eight is the number of new
beginnings, there was a spirit of renewal present here and it is manifesting in us in many ways.
Of course, renewal and refreshing come from the presence of the Lord, and the Holy Spirit will
quicken our mortal bodies. Not only are people having their visions and hopes renewed, but
many have been feeling and even looking much younger after being in our meetings for a time.
These are also the times when we can expect “signs in the heavens and on the earth beneath” as
prophesied in Acts 2:19. The thousands who came to our gathering on August 8 witnessed a
significant one. Days before, a high pressure system had been sitting over the area, and the
temperatures had been as high as 100 degrees. The night before our gathering, a low pressure
system moved through, and cleared the air. When we began our 8/8/08 meeting at 5:00 p.m.,

according to the weather report, it was 88 degrees, and the wind was blowing at 8 mph. Though
this is what we prayed for, it is of course far beyond our ability to do something like this. It was a
sign from heaven.
August 8 is a special day for my family and our ministry. My daughter Amber’s birth was
prophesied by Bob Jones in 1988 to come on August 8 and that she would weigh 8 pounds. Bob
prophesied this two years before she was born on August 8, 1990, at about 8:00 a.m. She
weighed 8 pounds just like we had been told. The prophecy was that she would be a sign of a
new beginning that was coming to the church. That new beginning is here! Amber turned 18 on
8/8/08, which is the age of maturity, and we can expect to see the new breed of ministry that the
Lord has been promising to now begin to emerge into their purposes.
It was also in 1988 when Bob Jones was told by the Lord that he had “lost his marbles in the
garden,” as a metaphor of how mankind had lost its mind at the Fall in the Garden of Eden. Bob
was also told that he would begin finding marbles in his literal garden that he planted each year,
and they would each be a prophecy. On the day of Amber’s birth, Bob found marble number 8,
and it was amber in color. Amber is the color of the glory of God and represents the coming of
His glory to His people. In fact, we need to see His glory to get our sanity back and that is
precisely what this new beginning is going to reveal—the glory of God.
When we were given this prophecy, Julie and I were not expecting to have any more children.
Many Christians have likewise ceased to expect any more from God, but He has other plans!
You may think your time of bearing fruit is over, but it does not matter how old you are because
we have been given a new beginning. You have been given a new beginning. This is a new day!
We, the church, are not going to be the same from this time forward. A great change has come,
and though it may take some longer than others to recognize it, with some resisting it (as is
always the case), a new thing has been released, and we will not be the same again.
Greater Signs and Wonders
We have seen more healings, miracles, and supernatural signs in the last sixteen weeks than we
have in the last sixteen years—and we have experienced a lot in the past! We continually walk
around in awe now, and this is without question a new level for us, but I also think it is just one
more step back to what should be normal church life. This “new beginning” is actually a return
to the “ancient paths,” the path of life that the church in the first century began to walk on before
it was diverted from its course.
Nothing on this earth is as wonderful as knowing the Lord and watching Him do the wonderful
things that He does. These are truly the days of miracles and wonders. As awesome as 8/8/08
was, and as our nightly Breakout Meetings are, He keeps on telling us to get ready for more! We
still have not seen the birth, but what we have been experiencing are the last spiritual
contractions, or birth pangs, before the birth. Again, this is not just about MorningStar or the
Lakeland Outpouring, it is far bigger. True revival is coming to America!
TODD BENTLEY’S “OPENING THE STARGATE TO THE FUTURE” OF FALSE PROPHETS ~
EXPOSURE!

Todd Bentley’s Ministry on 8/8/08
We were very excited about having Todd Bentley back with us for the gathering on 8/8/08. Todd
has stirred up the church like few others in recent times. There are also very few who are neutral
about him. Immediately, unprecedented excitement and threats about Todd were coming. The
threats encouraged us even more that this was from the Lord, but in these times, they must be
taken seriously, and we prepared for a move of God and attacks from the enemy. As most of us
have learned, the greater the move of God, the greater the attacks usually are.
We had food vendors, different exhibition tents, and bookstores set up and ready early in the
morning, and people started coming just after 9:00 a.m., even though the main service was not
scheduled to start until 5:00 p.m. By noon, the crowds were getting large, and everyone seemed
to be having a great time in the festival atmosphere and the
incredible weather.
When the meeting began, the presence of the Lord was
heavy, and as often happens in our meetings, many people’s
eyes were opened to start seeing things in the spiritual
realm. To see the energy and zeal on the crowd was most
encouraging, and though there was plenty of room for
everyone to sit, thousands actually stood for the entire fivehour meeting.
I have known Todd for years and have spoken at his
conferences just as he has spoken at ours. However, he was
as anointed that night as I’ve ever seen him, and he said it
was the strongest he had felt for some time. His message
was both profound and anointed. The ministry time was powerful, and many people, some of
whom we knew, were healed. There were also what the Scripture calls “noteworthy miracles”
(see Acts 4:16). When it was over, everyone on our team and everyone I talked to afterward said
that the day had exceeded their expectations. God had no doubt smiled on this gathering in a
remarkable and prophetic way. The DVD sets from that night will be classics.
What will be happening at MorningStar? I will address that in a bit more depth also, but we
received a new commission on 8/8/08, and we are going higher, deeper, and further. We are
close to the birth of something we were created for, that we believe will begin this fall, around
September 21. We have been given that date like we were 8/8/08 and it is not a coincidence that
this date is exactly six months after the Honoring the Father’s Conference we hosted with
WhiteDove Ministries. Because of this, we moved our Harvest Conference to begin on
September 18, and the Worship & Warfare Conference to begin on September 22, so September
21 will be the Sunday in-between. Come to either or both of these if you can, and you may be a
part of history.xiii
(Isa. 19:3), AAnd the spirit of Egypt shall fail in the midst thereof; and I will destroy the
counsel thereof; and they shall seek to the idols, and to the charmers, and to them that have
familiar spirits, and to the wizards.@

ANOTHER NEW AGE MAGICAL THINKING STARGATE 07/07/07
Dutch Sheets at The Call Nashville 7.7.07 ~ Seven is the number of completion
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCbmZz8QTbU&NR=1
Divorcing the spirit of Baal? I thought we divorced Baal if and when we receive Jesus!
The Call, Nashville 7.7.07 #1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_B7zRRUcjOc&feature=related
Releasing the Sound from the Shofars The Call Nashville
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFTtQp53Cyg&feature=related
Salvation through sound.
The Call 07.07.07 Nashville - Daily Audio Bible
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtHKi-efq9s
Look at this: “THE CALL NASHVILLE ” 07/07/07 ”
CELEBRATION~ NUMEROLOGY
COINCIDENTAL? WORSHIPING THE SUN GOD ~
THE MOON, THE STARS AND THE PLANETS ~
THE SAME TIME, YOU’LL FIND THE LEADERS OF
THE NEW AGE DOING MASSIVE CELEBRATIONS
AROUND THE WORLD TOO.
Whenever men and women begin to look to the heavens, they must center in upon the sun.
Sun and planet worship is veneration to the objects that God made and they are not living,
thinking beings. We clearly see this nonsense explained by God in the book of Job.
Sun-God":SHAMASH/Marduk even Gilgamesh
Egyptians call him:"RAH"-Amon
TODD BENTLEY AND NUMEROLOGICAL MAGICAL EVANGELING
Note day May 13, 2008 . . . This was the day that Todd Bentley Evangelists and his fellow
“prophet” Robb Deluca released their prophecies concerning their “revival in Lakeland, Florida
and “it’s” future explosion throughout the world. WHO IS “IT’S”. Could it be that these
prophecies were being released by a paranormal being called Emma-O?
Five has an ominous meaning in the occult realm: In the occult world, the number '5' is the
number of Death!
MAY IS THE FIFTH MONTH OF THE YEAR!
"As to the significance of thirteen, all are aware that it has come down to us as a number
of ill-omen. Many superstitions cluster around it, and various explanations are current

concerning them. 13 ~ According to authors Bullinger & Vallowe, the number 13 represents
Depravity & Rebellion (1 + 3 = 4).xiv
E.W. Bullinger writes: "Unfortunately, those who go backwards to find a reason
seldom go back far enough. The popular explanations do not, so far as we are aware, go
further back than the Apostles. But we must go back to the first occurrence of the number
thirteen in order to discover the key to its significance. It occurs first in Gen. Xiv. 4, where
we read 'Twelve years they served Chedorlaomer, and the thirteenth year they
REBELLED.' "Hence every occurrence of the number thirteen, and likewise of every
multiple of it, stamps that with which it stands in connection with rebellion, apostasy,
defection, corruption, disintegration, revolution, or some kindred idea. xv Interestingly, the
Beast is shown in (Rev. 13:1).
SUMMER SOLTICE ~ and Angel Worship~ WHICH
JESUS DO YOU FOLLOW?
Todd Bentley announced that his angel god has told
him “something special will happen on the 21st of June
2008.” Well, this is Sumer Solstice, a worldwide worship
day for all witches, Satanist and New Breed Christians.
June 21st is the 172nd day of the year (173rd in leap years) in the Gregorian calendar.
There are 193 days remaining until the end of the year.
On certain years, but not every year, this day marks the summer solstice in the northern
hemisphere and the winter solstice in the southern hemisphere, and thus is the day of the year
with the longest hours of daylight in the northern hemisphere and the shortest in the southern
hemisphere. In astrology, it is the cusp line between Gemini and Cancer.
On the 23rd of June, 2008, Bentley said that Peter Wagner and many leaders are
coming to Lakeland to lay their hands upon him and put their stamp of approval on the
revival.
(1 Tim 4:1-2), Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the
faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; 2 Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having
their conscience seared with a hot iron . . .@

RICK JOYNER AND QUESTIONABLE PRACTICES
Rick Joyner said in his latest bulletin:
“…. We are close to the birth of something we were created for, that we believe will begin this
fall, around September 21. We have been given that date like we were 8/8/08 and it is not a
coincidence that this date is exactly six months after the Honoring the Father’s Conference we
hosted with WhiteDove Ministries.xvi

Because of this, we moved our Harvest Conference to begin on September 18, and the Worship
& Warfare Conference to begin on September 22, so September 21 will be the Sunday inbetween. Come to either or both of these if you can, and you may be a part of history.
[Endtimes notes - Does 21st September have any significance?
In ancient Greece, it is the eighth day of the Eleusinian Mysteries.
It is also United Nations Global Peace Day.
Importantly, it is the date of Maltese Independence and the Knights of Malata celibrate it:
http://stjohnscocathedral.com/news-events.html
But even more importantly Sept 21st is the autumn equinox called 'Mabon' (The god of
YOUTH - note Joyner's previous comments on youth). It is one of EIGHT wiccan days and is
a wiccan harvest festival called 'The Witches' Thanksgiving'. It has a festival like atmosphere.
It is also called Harvest Home, the Feast of the Ingathering, or Thanksgiving - so it is a
corrupted pagan festival. Respect is given to the coming darkness (of the winter) and The Dark
Mother is honored, the Crone aspect of the triple goddess (a corrupt blasphemous trinity).
HUGE BONFIRES ARE LIT. Rituals to thank the growing energies of the God and the
fertility of the Goddess are performed. It was celibrated along with Michaelmas by some, the
feast of Michael the archangel, so it would be interesting if the angel Michael is mentioned at
Joyner's gathering (eg as a 'prophecy') as that would be even more indication of the
event's real roots ....]
“…. We will have midnight bonfires…” said Joyner.
See the occult connection concerning bonfires also known as bone fire.
(A bonfire is a large controlled outdoor fire. The word is a contraction of "bone fire" (cf.
for example "kostjor" in Russian - from "kost'" meaning "bone"). The practice is believed
to derive from the Celtic festival of Samhain when animal bones were burnt to ward off evil
spirits.
In Great Britain, bonfires are particularly associated with Guy Fawkes Night (also known
as fireworks night or bonfire night), an annual commemoration of the discovery of the The
Gunpowder Plot on 5 November 1605. In Sussex they are particularly associated with the
execution of Protestant martyrs. In Northern Ireland, they are associated with celebrations
on the anniversary of the Battle of the Boyne, which took place on 12 July 1690. Along with
the Maypole, it is an important component of the Wiccan and Neopagan celebration of
Beltaine, also known as May Day. In the United States, a bonfire is often held at the end of
a Homecoming rally.
On Christmas Eve in Southern Louisiana, bonfires are built along the Mississippi River
levees to light the way for Santa Claus as he moves along the river with his skiff pulled by
eight alligators. This tradition is an annual event in St. James Parish, Louisiana.) .[1]

{This bonfire is the proof that many of these guys are pagans/witches! This is not an innocent
coincidence that they just so happen to have bonfires on a pagan festival day on the second
most important date in the Wiccan calendar - and at MIDNIGHT at that (this has even more
significance) - and that Rick Joyner has used other buzzwords when describing the event such
as “festival” and “Ancient paths” and “harvest conference” and “youth” (the god Mabon) as
well as using all the numerology related to 8 and Saturn! Note that many of these guys are not
just innocently decieved, they are deliberate decievers in the craft!] roaming worship and
ministry teams, and other events that will create a festival atmosphere that is conducive to
members of the . . . body getting to know one another. Many important bonds between
them will begin at this event. This one really could be historic, and I wouldn’t be surprised
if there were 8,88 that come….”xvii
http://endtimespropheticwords.wordpress.com/2008/08/20/rick-joyner-of-morningstar-neopagan-wiccan-connections/
Look at the “prophecies” of Todd Bentley and his co prophet, Robb Deluca shown on
Youtube:

Todd Bentley and Rob DeLuca New Word 13th of May
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXnWs7HTvDc&feature=related part 1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RiPE7P1LFrU&feature=related part 2
The Role of Prophecy is NOT SHOWN in the Bible as men “creating with their words” things
that will happen on this earth. Yet, Todd Bentley and Bob Deluca are “prophesying creation
words to bring forth their false strange fire revival” throughout the world see the above
YouTube’s.
Notice day May 13, 2008: they admit that belief if they speak words they will bring the
things that they speak from the spiritual world and create them into the worldly sphere. Todd
Bentley says, on the below Youtube, "do you understand that we are creating with words . .
. the prophetic is creating with words. Jesus said, 'let there be light, there was light. We
can create. . . There is an atmosphere being created," he is very animated at this time.
"And as before there are many that have said these words. . . . What’s coming . . . what's
coming? What’s coming? It's here and there's a whole new realm of decreeing a thing
today,” Bentley screamed, his head bobbing violently, arms thrashing furiously “It's not
like when Paul Cain saw the stadiums filled and we heard about it . . . and we heard about
it. . . . “Bob Delucca, interrupts shouting, "It's here now. . . . It’s here now...”
WHATEVER (IT) IS. (The gift of Prophecy is given by the Holy Spirit and He is NOT AN IT!
GOD OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST IS THE POWER OF GOD!
(Eph 1:16-22), “Cease not to give thanks for you, making mention of you in my prayers; 17
That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give unto you the spirit of
wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of him: 8 The eyes of your understanding being
enlightened; that ye may know what is the hope of his calling, and what the riches of the
glory of his inheritance in the saints, 19 And what is the exceeding greatness of his power to

usward who believe, according to the working of his mighty power, 20 Which he wrought
in Christ, when he raised him from the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the
heavenly places, 21 Far above all principality, and power, and might, and dominion, and
every name that is named, not only in this world, but also in that which is to come: 22 And
hath put all things under his feet, and gave him to be the head over all things to the church,
KJV
WAR AGAINST POWERS OF DARKNESS
(Eph. 3:9-11), “And to make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which
from the beginning of the world hath been hid in God, who created all things by Jesus
Christ: 10 To the intent that now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places
might be known by the church the manifold wisdom of God, 11 According to the eternal
purpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord:”KJV
Christians can bind and loose supernatural powers according to the Bible. AVerily I say unto
you, Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever ye shall loose
on earth shall be loosed in heaven.@ (Matt. 18:18). The things Christians must loose from the
Devil=s power according to the Bible. Nation, state, cities, community, geographical areas,
church, family individual members of family, relatives, professions, vocations, businesses,
education, finances, physical health, mental health. (Lk. 13:12). We war against the powers of
darkness. Satan tries to tie and destroy the plans of Jesus. We command him to loose all controls
from his powers. Our spiritual power is the greatest force in the universe because it is source
of power is God Himself. AGod has spoken once; twice have I heard this that power belongeth
unto God,@ (Ps. 62:11).
This is what spiritual warfare is about. Jesus must be the center of a person=s life. One
must know Him from the stand point of the power of the Word of God, because of His
triumph, His people can win their war. xviii
(Isa. 60:2), AFor, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the people:
but the LORD shall arise upon thee, and his glory shall be
seen upon thee.@
Jesus is coming soon!
PRAYER
In the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I bind the power
of all the false prophets over my state, church, business,
pastors, family and bind the powers of spoken curses and
using magical staffs to rob, kill and destroy those that
come under the judgment curses of these silly so-called
prophets. Lord I ask Your judgments concerning these
deluded men and protect Your people in Jesus name. I
loose myself and my family members from any curses
from my involvement in FALSE RELIGIOUS SPIRITS ,
FALSE PROPHETS AND PROPHETESS AND witchcraft. I command all related spirits to
LEAVE MY HOUSE now, .

We pray and destroy the power of these conjured storms by wizards and witches. We break
their circles, command them to weaken in Jesus’ Name. We forbid the fallen angels of the winds
and elements to obey the voice of all committed men and women. We forbid these storms form
and destroy the people of our earth in Jesus’ name. We forbid their plans to be able to be
enforced by the gods of destruction.
Father, I call upon you to loose me and my family line from any spirits that have gotten into
our praise and worship. I take back any part of my body that the enemy is using to mix worship
with. I command spirits of rhythmic worship, hypnotic worship, trances in worship, jerking
spirits, false Holy Ghost spirits, false anointing in worship, false laughing spirits, spirits of false
quickening, any spirits of false holy dance to loose me and my family line now, in the Name of
the Lord Jesus Christ. I only receive that which comes from the Spirit of God in worship.in the
Name of Jesus Christ.
(Eph. 1:19 -21), AAnd what is the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward who
believe, according to the working of his might power. Which he wrought in Christ, when he
raised him from the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places. Far above all
principality, and power, and might and dominion, and every name that is named, not only in this
world, but also in that which is to come.@
(Eph. 2:6), AAnd hath raised us up together and made us sit together in heavenly places in
Christ Jesus.@
(Col. 1:13), AWho hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into
the kingdom of his dear Son.@
In the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I loose myself and my family members from any
curses from my involvement in strange wild fire, false gospel and witchcraft. I command all
related spirits to come out of HOME now, .
Father, in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I call upon You to loose me and my family line
from any spirits that have gotten into our false praise and worship. I take back any part of my
body that the enemy is using to mix worship with. I command spirits of rhythmic worship,
hypnotic worship, trances in worship, jerking spirits, false Holy Ghost spirits, false anointing in
worship, false laughing spirits, spirits of false quickening, and any spirits of false holy dance to
lose me and my family line now, in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ. I only receive that which
comes from the Spirit of God in worship. in the Name of Jesus Christ.
(Psa. 7:1) AO Lord my God, in thee do I put my trust: save me from all them that persecute
me, and deliver me.@
(Ezek. 13:23), ATherefore, ye shall see no more vanity, nor divine divinations: for I will
deliver my people out of your hand: and ye shall know that I am the Lord.”
Father in the Name of the Lord Jesus, I command spirits of divination, familiar spirits and
death spirits that are being unleashed by the blinded prophets of doom to LEAVE my home and
state in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Father in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I take authority over spirits of false prophecy,
false gifts, and false inherited gifts of the spirit realm counterfeiting the Holy Ghost, false dreams
and visions, I cast them out in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ.
In the Name of the Lord Jesus, I take authority over the strong man of these false religious
spirits and command them to be bound in Jesus Christ. Also I command the objects (MAGIC
STAFFS) used or sorcery used to lose its control and power over every church, government,
state, city, person, family or congregation to be bound in Jesus' Name.
(Gen. 3:5), AFor God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be
opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.@
In the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I lose myself and my family, church, government,
state, city, person, family or congregation to be under the protection Jesus Christ and His
authority, and I command the powers of every false prophet that is practicing witchcraft word
curses and using magic wands to strike various places to bring these demonic words into force to
be broken and bound concerning all storms, fires, floodings tornadoes, and earth quakes. I
command all demons associated with these spells, hexes and curses to obey the powers of
Jesus AND BOW THEIR KNEES TO HIS NAME now IN JESUS' NAME.
(Ezek. 13:20), AWherefore thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against your pillows,
wherewith ye there hunt the souls to make them fly, and I will tear them from your arms, and
will let the souls go, even the souls that ye hunt to make them fly.@
(I Sam. 8:19), AAnd when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have familiar spirits,
and unto wizards that peep, and that mutter: should not a people seek unto their God? For the
Living to the dead?@
(I Sam. 8:20), ATo the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is
because there is no light in them.@
(Psa. 9:17), AThe wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the nations that forget God.@
(Rev. 1:18), AI AM He that liveth, and was dead and behold, I am alive for evermore, Amen;
and have the keys of hell and death.@
(2 Tim. 4:1), AI charge thee therefore before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge
the quick and the dead at his appearing and his kingdom.@
(Ezek. 13:19), AAnd will ye pollute me among my people for handfuls of barley and for
pieces of bread to slay the souls that should not die, and to save the souls alive that should not
live, by your lying to my people that hear your lies?@
Father, in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I command the spirits in the drums and trance
music that conjure up demons to be broken and bound in the Name of Jesus Christ. and reverse
them from the left hand of demonic bondage and translate them into the kingdom of God=s dear

Son, who is seated on the right hand of the Father, where I am now seated also in heavenly
places.
(Psa. 9:9-10), AThe Lord also will be a refuge for the oppressed, a refuge in times of trouble.
And they that know thy name will put their trust in thee: for thou, Lord, has not forsaken them
that seek thee.@
(Psa. 11:6), AUpon the wicked He shall rain snares, fire and brimstone, and an horrible
tempest: this shall be the portion of their (the wicked) cup.Thank You Lord for Your divine
protection and we pray for the lost, deceived people in America to receive the true Jesus Christ
and bind men's judgments over their souls.
Thank you Jesus.

We signed the "Galactic Freedom Day Declaration" petition!
# 250:
9:14 am PDT, Jun 18, Charlotte Batterton, Nebraska
We are ready!!!
# 249:
9:12 am PDT, Jun 18, Name not displayed, Canada
It's only 4 years away until 2012, and we can either view alien contact as an opportunity to HELP
steer us in the right direction for our 2012 evolution, or we can see it as making us all the more
vulnerable to aliens that have a self-made master plan for our species... it all depends on the
public's mindset and intention. If we are mostly fearful or doubtful of harmony with these aliens,
we are inviting the negative ones, but if we can get the SUBTLE help we need to open humans to
their true selves and harmonious intentions then we can be ready for positive contact. A lot of
the media has portrayed a negative view towards aliens and I think we need to introduce new
perspectives. Positive, loving extraterrestrials have been waiting patiently for us, and maybe
they have been sending us anonymous help for a long time, which is the most considerate way
to help humanity/individuals. But now, just the mere CONTACT with extraterrestrials is what a
lot of us want, but still this still is only a percentage of individuals, and then what percentage of
these individuals are truly READY for harmonious cooperation/contact, or just acceptance? It
won't happen until we are all ready! It's only from our public choice/invitation that they will
'arrive' and help us out. Do we limit this contact to only extraterrestrials that are trying to help
us with things like the environment and our opening of consciousness with things like
technology, or are we just making the statement of opening our awareness to the galaxies, and
they can come and go from their own accord? Because some of us were once these alien species
ourselves in past lives/future lives, so it's only a matter of WHAT WE THINK THE EARTH AND
HUMANITY AS A SPECIES NEEDS, not us personally, that will be the safest step into contact, and
the government has probably been doing this all along anyway. But if the public PERSONALLY
wants contact then that means that we are evolving and our DNA craves it, which is a good
sign... but in doing this we are trusting these more advanced life forms because we can't
understand them and their intentions unless they make them clear themselves, being more
advanced. So then the question of whether they are 'service to self' or 'service to others' beings
comes into question, and how can we filter out the ones we don't wish to have presence among
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the public? There are a lot of things going on under the noses of humans that we are not capable
of being aware of yet (having to do with our own selves as well related to ancestral memories
encoded into our DNA), and I'm excited to see the public grow more attuned to the subtle
rhythms/patterns and events that have been shaping humanity to this day, as well as opening up
to our higher selves as a species so that we can speed up time, together, toward 'the golden age'
and beyond!! :)
# 248:
9:09 am PDT, Jun 18, Cynthia Crawford, Arizona
Release the vail so that we can all be galactic family, walking amongst each other in harmony
and truth, in Love & Peace.
# 247:
8:58 am PDT, Jun 18, Michelle Emerson, Arizona
We are the ones we have been waiting for. (Hopi Prophesy)
# 246:
8:52 am PDT, Jun 18, Robert Johnstreet, New York
No government can represent its people when acting surrepticiously and in secret. I was never
offered the choice to enter into any sort of agreement with groups not of planet Earth. Therefore,
any past or current agreements of this sort are null and void. Those representing our
governments and those representing the off-planet groups are totally out of integrity and
through their covert dealings have violated natural law. I refuse to participate in such behavior
and with my sovereign will declare myself immune from any and all agreements instituted
without my consent.
# 245:
8:30 am PDT, Jun 18, Name not displayed, Norway
The truth shall set you free, we're ready!
# 244:
8:20 am PDT, Jun 18, Bob Carlough, New Jersey
Wonderful!!!!!!!!!!! There is also another petition circulating declareing essentialy the same, it
can be found at http://lightworkers.org/node/17850 Peace and Freedom finally!!!!
# 243:
8:03 am PDT, Jun 18, Gloria Edgar, Canada
# 242:
8:02 am PDT, Jun 18, Charles Seligman, Switzerland
Free at last, free at last! Let us have our whole being returned, so we can meet with our brothers
and sisters from all the universes. May Prime Creator return us to our original design, so we can,
in fullness of our being, also take the responsabilities that came along with our creation.
# 241:
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7:53 am PDT, Jun 18, Kelly Heilig, California
# 240:
7:47 am PDT, Jun 18, Sammy Traylor, California
LET US SINNNNNGGGGG!!!!
# 239:
7:39 am PDT, Jun 18, André Slabber, Netherlands
Keeping something like that under wraps can't be done anyway....
# 238:
7:16 am PDT, Jun 18, Timothy Ollerenshaw, United Kingdom
It is time to be open with the people of the world and to use the media to inform people of the
truth.l believe we are ready to except and learn about other beings in the universe.Come on
have a heart the time is NOW!
# 237:
7:08 am PDT, Jun 18, Jean Duboc, France
Exopolitics France
# 236:
7:03 am PDT, Jun 18, Glen Mahoney, Philippines
# 235:
6:54 am PDT, Jun 18, Ian Wilson, United Kingdom
We are not as stupid as you think, it is time to tell the truth and join together in helping this
world
# 234:
6:46 am PDT, Jun 18, Jennifer Kathleen Brock, Canada
THE TIME IS NOW !!!!!!!
# 233:
6:45 am PDT, Jun 18, Allan Petersen, Denmark
For all governments to reveal what they have been hiding from the people to keep them ignorant
# 232:
6:36 am PDT, Jun 18, Emily WALLIS, Australia
Citizens of the World have a right to know of other beings from other planets/galaxies etc. This
must not be covered up. We are intelligent enough to handle the truth now, so please expose the
information you have kept hidden from us over the years.
# 231:
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6:20 am PDT, Jun 18, Robert Sjatorouge, Netherlands
Its is time to reveal all essences of truth
# 230:
6:13 am PDT, Jun 18, Sangeeta Singh, India
How can the government insult our intelligence by mocking and 'putting away' people who speak
up about aliens and intelligent beings from other star systems? And who are they to decide what
we should know or not? Its time the light penetrated the thick skinned Dark forces of this world
called Leaders.
# 229:
6:03 am PDT, Jun 18, Miranda* Linda Weisz, Norway
All information regarding extraterrestrial life, visits, findings etc. should NOT be withheld from
the world, but be made PUBLIC for all. Noone has the right to keep such important life-altering
knowledge a secret.
# 228:
5:15 am PDT, Jun 18, Joseph Nguyen, France
We want a new paradigm on Earth in Peace, Freedom and Openess.
# 227:
4:07 am PDT, Jun 18, Mark Clarke, Nevada
I AM honoured to be part of Earth-Shan as a Member of the Galactic Federation of Light. I wish
Love and Light upon all beings that have made this event possible. Peace is upon us, Lead,
Follow or get the hell out of the way!!! Happy Birthday (Earthday) Esu Jmmanuel Sananda!!! 0808-08 LightWorkers rejoice in a job well done!!! 11:11 333 mark
# 226:
3:22 am PDT, Jun 18, Name not displayed, Australia
Here is a classic example of how the media portrays the Extra teresstrial phenomena. Too many
people with their credentials behind them have something to say on this subject. Treat this
seriously. Step up to the plate and treat this seriously.
http://video.msn.com/video.aspx?mkt=en-au&brand=ninemsn&vid=037e0704-7237-4538879d-74ebe110e405&fg=rss&from=imbot_en-au_general
# 225:
2:41 am PDT, Jun 18, Dianne Arcus (Eden/DaDa), Australia
United 'WE' stand ~ divided 'We' fell!! Hello, my name is Dianne Arcus (DI ARC US) and I am
here now (this life) as a conscious and integral Ambassador for the Association of Worlds. I
'awakened' in 1993 and immediately re~connected with my beautiful ET family and friends and
they have been dilligently working with me and supporting me through un~conditional,
harmonious love ever since. And, my primary Guide and counter~part, John Lennon, who is now
with his ET family within Essassani, is my constant and dedicated partner, for our Global
Initiative / Foundation, IMAGINE The Power Of ONE, which is soon to be activated this 'window'
year. Much excitement in this land downunder the OZ~one.... (In The Land of OZ, where 'magic
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happens' just because!) As we have not gone public as yet, I would appreciate it if you would
only use this information as it is intended, as an introduction. Being a Seeker of Truth and
Messenger of Unity, I honour and support your intentions. NB. Please remember though, that we
(humanity) are not and never have been 'victims'. Nothing comes uninvited! Love your
Light~work, Kind Regards Di (Eden)
# 224:
2:34 am PDT, Jun 18, Paul Wilmer, United Kingdom
No more hidden and secret agreements with governments,corporations,and the like.If your
dealings are not open ,transparent,and for the benifit of all, then you are not welcome and must
leave.Let the Light iluminate the darkness.......
# 223:
2:17 am PDT, Jun 18, Paul Zaicos, Australia
The time for ridicule on this subject has to end. There are many intelligent and reputable people
who have a story to tell concerning this subject. Too easily are people rediculed on this subject
when they're story is told. Pilots with thousands of hours flight experience who are trained in
observation of the skies risk losing their job just by reporting that they have seen craft which do
not appear to be of earthly origin. That they become "mentally unfit" to carry on their job if they
have reported this. There is a great deal of evidence that there are craft traveling in our
atmosphere which defey current physics as we know it. There are radar readings which have
been shown at the Disclosure Project News Press Conference held in 2001. Radar readings which
show that the target would go from 0 to thousands of kms per hour instantaniously and make 90
degree turns at speed. There are NASA videos which show unknown objects traveling in space
which deserve proper attention and debate. There are photos of the "Battle of Los Angeles"
event in shich a craft of unknown origin was targeted and shot at with anti-aircraft weapons and,
in which, after some time was unsuccessful in bringing the craft down. The craft moved off at its
own leisure. There are radiation readings from claimed landing sights. And the crop formation
fenomena shows that the most puzzling formations pressent absolutally no damage to the crops
even though the plants have been bent up to 90 degrees at the stem. Most of these formations
have been made over 1-2 nights. The shere conplexity of many of these formations defies any
claims that they can be made with a simple combination of rope and a wooden plank. The "UFO"
subject receives the highest amounts of hits on the web next to pornography. People want to
know about the possibility of extra-terrestrial life. If there is no evidence of extra-terrestrial life,
then why is it so heavily ridiculed throughout day to day conversations and within the mass
media? The time for freedom of information concerning this subject is well over due. If there is
nothing to hide, then why not move for freedom of information on this subject? Why not allow
those within government and military programs immunity to speak freely on this subject without
criminal repercussions for speaking of what they had experienced. This is a serious area of
sientific investigation and needs to be treated as such. If three peoples testomonies are enough
to prove President Clinton to be an adulterer, then why are not over 400 government and
military employees speaking of their experiences on this subject not enough to, at least, open
the gate for freedom of information on this subject and an national inquiry concerning this? Does
addressing this subject not have a risk of ridicule attached to it? Just ask yourself. How would
you be received for speaking about it? Look at the evidence and act accordingly. Propaganda is
not a new tactic, why is it that people are so scared to speak about this in government? Perhaps
most of what we see within the mass media shapes our views concerning this matter?
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# 222:
1:50 am PDT, Jun 18, Renzo Andreetta, Italy
Light in the world,now. So be it!
# 221:
1:31 am PDT, Jun 18, Lori Ah Loy, Australia
The line it is drawn the curse it is cast, the slow one now will later be fast, as the present now
will later be past, the order is rapidly fadin', and the first one now will later be last - For the
times they are a-changin!
# 220:
1:18 am PDT, Jun 18, Name not displayed, Norway
There are many proofs that we have had and still have visitors from other planets and
dimensions on our planet earth, and it must be our right as humans to get to know them.
Governments or other institutions must not stand in the way of possible open communication
with beings from other worlds.
# 219:
12:52 am PDT, Jun 18, Lynn Sarch, New York
# 218:
12:28 am PDT, Jun 18, Sharon Brown, United Kingdom
I know, I have seen our Galactic friends with my very own eyes. It is time the selfish rulers on
this planet did something to actually help Humanity instead of the constant intensification of fear
and pain. When they do acknowledge our space friends; we can heal every being on this planet
and the planet herself. We have a right to truth and this has been abused for too many years. I
am not suprised they are scared, just tell us the truth please
# 217:
10:53 pm PDT, Jun 17, Micah McAllister, Utah
I look forward to the day that all will know and recognize our space brothers return to help us.
# 216:
10:06 pm PDT, Jun 17, Michael Ellegion ChannelFortheMasters.com, Arizona
As a contactee with benevolent human appearing E.T.’s, having been physically taken on board
their Merkabah Light Ship twice and having these same beings literally save my life against the
“cabal” or Earth secret government, I think this is a very exciting and awesome historical
moment (as does my Friends Upstairs!!!!). These very advanced “Space Brothers” who belong to
only one of many Commands within the Universal Federation or Intergalactic Confederation of
Worlds, referred to as the Ashtar Command, have told me many years ago that the citizens all
over this planet “would eventually rise up in strength and sovereignty, and demand for the
cover-up to finally be over.” They also had told me that ultimately they would manifest at some
point in mass over this planet because of a need for “planetary Divine Intervention” to help back
up and support for the people’s of this planet (as in a form of “Cosmic Solidarity” and to usher in
a era of more open Intergalactic Cultural Exchange. Having been born in this lifetime without the
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“Cosmic Amnesia Veils” over my mind, I was able from the time my soul was born upon this
planet through my biological Earth parents, to remember my own Cosmic past and that I and
literally millions of other fellow advanced extraterrestrial souls of Light, took physical
embodiment to help with this upcoming planetary transition. I also remember, specifically,
having chosen to incarnate upon this planet to help Prepare the rest of humanity for this most
important historical moment when “Intergalactic Cultural Quarantine” would finally be brought to
an end. It is my perception that these millions of fellow Volunteers, who are scattered
throughout this planet are rapidly beginning to position themselves, as “Cosmic Planetary
Transition Team Members”, to help set the stage for more open mass contact, which most souls
have recently termed “First Contact”. My fellow Volunteers, who have been referred to by many
different terms, such as Star People, Wanderers, Walk-Ins, Indigos and Crystal Souls, are all
beginning to Cosmically Awaken to what I have always known would one day occur. I am about
to publish a powerful book within a few weeks, specifically upon this subject of planetary Divine
Intervention. I remembered this plan and Sacred Promise, prior this life, as was discussed in the
Higher Councils, that these very benevolent and beautiful human appearing E.T.’s would
definitely return for not only those of us who are completing our Missions of Planetary Liberation,
but for any one else here on Earth who wants to peacefully explore other worlds. My physical
encounters with these same beings I had known prior to this Earth life have reverified and
reconfirmed this Sacred Promise of their imminent plan of Divine Intervention, which also
includes waves of worldwide evacuation, not really so much as an “emergency scenario”, but
more like “Cosmic R.& R. Vacations” for those who are ready to travel to these more advanced
worlds. For those who would like to be informed when my book is available for obtaining copies,
either as a paperback copy or as an E-book, check out my own web site,
ChannelFortheChannels.com.
# 215:
9:57 pm PDT, Jun 17, Vanessa Errol, Australia
The public who pays for their governments to serve them have a right to know the truth
especially about extraterrestrial life of which it seems many are far more advanced than us
technologically and spiritually - we could learn a lot from them.
# 214:
9:50 pm PDT, Jun 17, Paula WILSON, United States Minor Outlying Islands
# 213:
9:46 pm PDT, Jun 17, Clayton Ducharme, Canada
Hurry up and land already.
# 212:
8:49 pm PDT, Jun 17, Elizabeth Knight, California
# 211:
8:22 pm PDT, Jun 17, Brent Plowright, Australia
Some honest research and an open yet skeptical mind is required by those in government that
have to power to delve deep into the enigma that is the UFO cover-up. Please, it is time the
world was aware of our place in the universe. Save the planet from self pollution and destruction
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by taking the first step in outing the cover-up and the technology to help the earth will
undoubtedly soon follow.
# 210:
8:08 pm PDT, Jun 17, Aleasha Casaretto, Texas
# 209:
7:51 pm PDT, Jun 17, Brian Coe, California
peace.love.unity.solidarity
# 208:
7:15 pm PDT, Jun 17, Viorel Slasomeanu, California
May the Light be with us all again. We invite the Black T-shirts to join us too. You have nothing
to lose except your ignorance.
# 207:
7:06 pm PDT, Jun 17, Nana Paldi, Alaska
I am more than ready to come to my own full realization of what it is to be a galactic citizen here
and now. A Galactic Freedom Day can shove away the repression of low expectations/insights as
a beginning for many humans to take control of their own personal evolution in Let's do it
together!
# 206:
6:55 pm PDT, Jun 17, John Rivera, Massachusetts
It's way past the time this was all brought out. I just wish amnesty could be given to the brave
who come forward for humanity.We need to move ahead, or we will fall behind.
# 205:
6:42 pm PDT, Jun 17, Adrian Stubbs, Australia
"If you always do what you've always done,you'll always get what you've always got..." Embrace
evolution - galactic no less! Disclosure NOW,we are NOT AFRAID.
# 204:
6:11 pm PDT, Jun 17, Kara Jarad, Florida
Welcome! I have been waiting for contact all my life!
# 203:
6:11 pm PDT, Jun 17, Gordon McDowell, Canada
We know there has long been contact and sightings by many other than governments. We are
not children. END THE SECRECY!!!!
# 202:
5:53 pm PDT, Jun 17, Name not displayed, Connecticut
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# 201:
5:50 pm PDT, Jun 17, Jay Moody, New Hampshire
Secret agreements need to end. The public education system only teaches 4% of the knowledge,
the rest is monopolized by secret organizations. Why use oil when hydrogen based fuel existed
for a long time? It would be great to know who's visiting us so we can protect ourselves from
whatever germs we have no immunity to that they may carry, as well as other civilizations.
Technologically however we can't rely on them to be dumb enough to give us capacity to
outcompete them, we need to mine space, build ultra powerful supercomputers that are
measurable in Yhtz (Yocto heartz) to solve more problems with maximum accuracy, attach said
computers to element detectors and telescopes, and exponentially increase our wealth and
civilization level by such means to deal with them on equal terms.
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http://www.deceptionbytes.com/SingingwithPlanets
http://www.estaraweb.com/galacticalignmentnews.html (New Age reference)
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http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2008/06/this-week-on--2.html
http://www.professionalnumerology.com/numerology.htm
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Rick Joyner, Morningstar web site 08/08/08
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http://members.cox.net/8thday/meaning.html
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." (Bullinger, E.W. Number in Scripture, Kregel Publications, (c)1967, p. 205).
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http://endtimespropheticwords.wordpress.com/2008/08/20/rick-joyner-of-morningstar-neo-paganwiccan-connections/
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Pat Holliday, Demons Believe and Tremble
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